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Structural Behaviour of Folded Timber Sandwich

Structures

Yousef Alqaryoutia, Dilum Fernandoa, Joseph M. Gattasa,∗

aSchool of Civil Engineering, University of Queensland, Australia

Abstract

This paper aims to characterise the mechanical behaviour of folded tim-
ber sandwich structures developed using integral rotational press-fit (RPF)
joints. Six folded arches are tested to failure, under three load cases designed
to induce different sagging and hogging conditions at internal joints. Exper-
imental testing showed failures occurring at joint locations with maximum
hogging moment, with two failure types observed as FRP tensile and core
compressive rupture. A nonlinear static analysis and simplified 2D frame
model is proposed to predict moment distribution and failure load for FRP
fracture modes. This model characterises the RPF joint as a nonlinear semi-
rigid hinge, with assigned bilinear moment-curvature relation obtained from
analysis of joint strain data collected during arch testing. Core compressive
failures are shown to occur as an inelastic core buckling behaviour when there
is misalignment between assembled core segments.

Keywords: digital fabrication, folded structures, modular construction,
timber structures, integral joints, rotational stiffness, semi-rigid joints

1. Introduction1

Folded plate structures are a type of self-supporting structural system2

composed exclusively of flat, segmented plates. Folded structures that use3

a simple unidirectional corrugation have been widely used historically due4

to their efficient load-carrying capabilities. Recent development however has5
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focused on folded structures with more complex geometric plate arrange-6

ments which can offer additional advantageous performance characteristics7

[1, 2, 3]. Deployable folded plate structures utilise folded plate arrange-8

ments with kinematic behaviours that allow for a very high speed of erection9

[4, 5, 6, 7]. Modular and prefabricated folded plate structures utilise repe-10

titious or rationalised folded plate arrangements to introduce cost-effective11

manufacture and streamlined assembly [8, 9, 10].12

Prefabricated folded plate structures have proven particularly effective13

when constructed from timber material, as timber has a rich history of joinery14

techniques suited for plate edge connections. Finger joints [11, 12], dovetail15

joints [13], box joints [14], bevel joints [15], and through-tenon joints [16, 17]16

are examples of carpentry techniques that have been successfully adapted17

for modern prefabrication. In each case, adaption has included algorith-18

mic generation of component parts with timber joints included as integral19

mechanical attachments (IMAs); and subsequent manufacture of parts on20

computer-numerical controlled (CNC) machines. IMAs inherently stream-21

line assembly as they eliminate the need for separate connector components,22

however this can be further improved with the incorporation of complex23

features through the algorithmic generation and CNC production process24

[18]. For example, press-fit joints constrain assembly of each part to a sin-25

gle direction of insertion and multiple tab-and-slot joints (MTSJs) introduce26

a self-locking feature that prevents disassembly of prior components in the27

assembly sequence [19, 20]28

1.1. Folded structure performance characterisation29

In all types of timber construction, connections are regarded as the crit-30

ical structural design consideration. Connection strength will often dictate31

overall performance of the structural system and can govern member size,32

especially for tension or semi-rigid connections. As such, there has been a33

large research effort dedicated to characterising the mechanical attributes of34

IMAs and their impact on the overall structural behaviour of folded plate35

structures [21, 22]. Assembled folded plate arch structures with quadrilat-36

eral plates have been tested under central line loading for 3m and 6.5m spans37

[23, 24]; and structures with triangulated plates have been tested under dis-38

tributed surface loading for 3m spans [19].39

The use of IMAs allowed these assembled structures to achieve a high40

structural performance with use of a relatively thin Kerto-Q LVL material,41

just 21mm thick. However, ultimate failure still occurred at joint locations42
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due to combined bending and shear loads induced from the double-corrugated43

folded geometries employed. Subsequent work in numerical modelling of44

these structures showed that the stiffness characteristics of folded arches45

are determined by the semi-rigid behaviours of plate edge connections [25,46

26]. Related work has been completed to characterise and improve the shear47

strength, bending strength, and rotational stiffness of IMAs including slot-48

and-tab joints [27, 22] and through-tenon joints [28, 29, 30].49

Beyond improving the integral connection characteristics, new timber50

plate structural forms are also continuously being proposed that introduce51

more favourable joint load transmission. Double-layer folded plate structures52

with double through-tenon joints allow direct edgewise connection between53

four plates at any given fold, generating a greater resistance to bending mo-54

ments [31, 32]. Timber plate shell structures replace a folded geometry with55

a double-layer shell surface built up from integrally-attached timber boxes56

[33, 34]. Direct moment loading of edge joints is reduced in the structure, as57

moment transmission resolves as a force couple, with compressive and ten-58

sile membrane action through box face plates. Shear action occurs directly59

through box web plates.60

A strategy to improve structural load transfer at joint locations was also61

recently proposed by the authors, utilising a hybrid material system [35].62

Termed folded sandwich construction, the system utilises typical IMAs to63

first assemble a single segment, Figure 1a, and adjacent segments are then64

connected with a rotational press-fit (RPF) integral joint and a continuous65

fibre-reinforced tensile membrane, Figure 1b. Preliminary structural testing66

showed that with very thin 9mm plates, a semi-rigid joint action could still be67

achieved, with tensile action through FRP and compressive bearing through68

timber segments. However, precise characterisation of the RPF rotational69

stiffness and internal force transmission has not been investigated, nor has70

modelling of structural semi-rigid behaviours.71

The current research study aims to comprehensively investigate the joint72

behaviours and overall performance of folded sandwich structures. Sections 273

and 3 first present an experimental investigation into folded arches subjected74

to vertical and transverse applied loading cases. Section 4 uses instrumen-75

tation data to evaluate joint rotational stiffness and develops a simplified76

numerical model for prediction of strength and load distribution behaviours.77

Section 5 develops further numerical predictions of observed core buckling78

and FRP fracture failure modes, followed by a discussion in Section 6 of the79

efficacy of the developed structural characterisation tools.80
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Figure 1: (a) Isometric view of exploded cores, assembled cores with top and bottom face
and assembled sandwich panel segment, (b) folded state of the arch with a continuous
FRP layer bonded to the top, (c) single arch structure, and (d) full house structure.
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2. Experimental Testing Methodology81

2.1. Hypothesised Structural Behaviour and Test Design82

Consider a folded sandwich arch with an applied central point load and83

pinned end restraints as shown in Figure 2a. If joints are assumed to act semi-84

rigidly with a typical linear elastic rotational stiffness, a maximum positive85

(hogging) moment would be expected at the first and last joint of the arch,86

with a tension stress acting on outside of the joint and the compression87

stress on the inside. A negative (sagging) moment would be expected at the88

central joint, with a tension stress acting on the inside of the joint and the89

compression stress on the outside.90

 Machine base
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 (a)  (b)
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direction 
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Membrane

RPF Joint
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Figure 2: (a) folded arch structure with main joints force transfer mechanism and 2D
simplified arch model, (b) Case 2 and Case 3 loading conditions.

However, the mechanics of joint force transfer are likely to be very dif-91

ferent between hogging and sagging cases, due to the hybrid material con-92
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struction method. In hogging cases, tension stresses can be carried through93

the FRP skin and compressive stresses can be carried through direct bearing94

between adjacent timber segments. Although the internal stress distribution95

is as-yet unknown, most of the section is utilised and one would expect the96

joint to act with a reasonably high rotational stiffness.97

In sagging, there is no load transfer mechanism except for bending of the98

FRP skin itself and some minimal friction between timber segments. Joint99

rotational stiffness would therefore be expected to be near zero. For the100

structure to carry load, joints acting under sagging moments must develop101

into hinges and distribute forces to adjacent joints acting under hogging mo-102

ments. In the case of the system shown in Figure 2a, a statically determinant103

three-hinged arch structure will arise if the central joint develops into a hinge,104

but preservation of stability beyond this point requires adjacent segments to105

provide sufficient rigidity to prevent sagging action developing in any other106

joints.107

Assuming global stability can be preserved through such geometric stiff-108

ening, the strength of the system is predicted to be governed by the strength109

of joints under hogging action. Potential failures could be (1) tensile tear-110

ing of the FRP layer; (2) compressive rupture in the timber segment; or (3)111

some local stability failure in the segment itself, for example local buckling in112

longitudinal plates or pop-off of integrally-attached inside face plates [36, 37].113

To investigate the interaction between applied loadings, internal force114

distribution, joint behaviours, and overall structure behaviours, a program115

of experimental testing was undertaken to induce different sagging and hog-116

ging conditions at internal joints in a folded sandwich arch. Load Case 1117

is as described above, with a single central vertical load to induce a hinge118

development in the central hinge. Case 2 and 3 are distributed vertical and119

horizontal loading conditions as shown in Figure 2b. Case 2 is designed to120

reduce hogging moments in central arch joints and so force a greater load re-121

distribution to outer joints. Case 3 is designed to induce a sagging moment122

in the first (left-hand side) arch joint.123

2.2. Specimen Manufacture124

Folded sandwich arch specimens were constructed with overall dimen-125

sions of 4.5 m (L) x 1.18 m (W) x 3.0 m (H). Arches are comprised of eight126

individual sandwich segments, with each segment composed of six longitu-127

dinal core plates, two cross core plates, and top and bottom face plates.128

Longitudinal and cross core plates were connected with integral notch joints129
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and longitudinal core and face plates were connected with integral tenon130

joints, as shown in Figure 1a. Plate material was 9mm thick F8/F11 grade131

structural plywood (manufacturer Carter Holt Harvey, grade system from132

Australian Standard AS1720 Timber Structures), composed of three 3mm133

plies and ply orientation of 0◦/90◦/0◦. All timber parts were cut on a CNC134

router, with integral connections calibrated to give a tight friction-only fit.135

An extended description of the integral connection parameters and digital136

fabrication workflows is available in [35]. Detailed arch segment parameters137

are also provided in Supplementary Material S1.138

The assembled segments were arranged on a flat surface and bonded to a139

continuous fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) skin on the exterior top skin using140

chemical adhesion. The FRP material was a Biotex Flax fibre, 400g/m2 2x2141

twill weave, with a Gurit AMPREG 22 epoxy matrix. A fast 3-hour hardener142

was used on segments and a slow 24-hour hardener was used at joints, with143

the differential cure time used to fold the arch into its final shape, from144

flat, after approximately 6 hours [38]. Two specimens were manufactured for145

each case, with a typical specimen shown in Figure 1c and all six specimens146

shown in Figure 1d. The Case 2 Arch 1 specimen suffered some damage147

during erection, with an FRP fracture along one joint; the arch was repaired148

for testing with additional FRP.149

2.3. Testing Apparatus and Instrumentation150

The testing apparatus for all three load cases is shown in Figure 3. Load151

application was from Enerpac double-acting actuators, manually controlled152

by a single pressure pump. Actuators were model RR1012, with a 100 kN153

maximum load capacity and a 300mm maximum displacement capacity. Ac-154

tuators were connected to the structure with a steel beam assembly, com-155

prising a top and bottom pair of steel sections, rigidly clamped to segments156

by high-strength threaded bolts. A 2.5 ton ratchet strap was used to connect157

actuators to the middle of bottom steel beam for Cases 1 and 2, and the158

middle of the top steel beam for Case 3. Arches were fixed against horizontal159

movement at the base and for Case 3 arches were additionally prevented from160

uplift using hold-down ratchet straps. Actuators were anchored directly to a161

strong floor for Cases 1 and 2, and a steel reaction frame for Case 3. Applied162

force was measured with in-line load cells attached at each actuator. Global163

displacement was measured with two linear variable displacement transduc-164

ers (LVDTs) attached to both sides of the middle joint of the arch for Case165

1 and 2, and on joint 7 for Case 3 as is shown in Figure 4.166
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Figure 3: Arch testing configurations with schematic view for (a) Case 1, (c) Case 2, and
(e) Case 3. (d) 3D view for Cases 1 to 3.
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Measurement of internal force transfer at folded joints is of key interest167

in evaluating the stiffness and strength characteristics of the folded sandwich168

structural system. Digital Image Correlation (DIC) was used to measure the169

strain distribution on the outer FRP layer for Case 1 tested specimens and170

on core plates for Case 2 and 3 tested specimens. Core strain was collected at171

first or last joints, as these joints were judged likely have maximum hogging172

moment loads. Measured surface faces were first painted white, with subse-173

quent application of a speckle patterns with a 0.5mm speckle size. Speckle174

size was selected based on the joint field view size which is approximately175

250mm high by 100mm wide. Image capture was conducted with VIC-3D176

software at two second increments.177

As available DIC equipment was only sufficient to measure one surface per178

specimen, strain gauge instrumentation was attached to each joint. Strain179

gauge data also allows for system load transfer behaviours to be assessed,180

and for material strain and failure strength to be assessed. 42 gauges were181

used for each specimen as shown in Figure 4, with gauges attached to each182

side of each joint, along two rows on the top FRP surface and one row for183

the bottom surface. Strain gauges are of type BA120-10AA grade A with a184

resistance of 120.4±0.1 Ohms and gauge factor of 2.21±1%.185

3. Experimental Results186

3.1. Force-displacement curves and failure modes.187

Force-displacement curves obtained from the three cases are shown in188

Figure 5, with key values summarised in Table 1. For Case 1, Arch 1 and189

2 had similar peak forces of 24.4kN and 23.6kN, respectively, however they190

exhibited different failure modes: Arch 1 had failure from tear-out of the191

FRP layer at joint 1 whereas Arch 2 had failure from plywood compressive192

rupture at joint 7, as shown in Figure 6a-b. For Case 2, Arch 1 had a193

maximum total force of 21.8kN, again with failure through tear-out of the194

FRP layer at joint 1. For Arch 2, the peak force was higher by 44% at 31.8kN195

and failure was plywood compressive rupture at joint 1 as shown in Figure 6c.196

The displacement was not recorded for Arch 1 due to unknown error in the197

displacement instrument. Opening was observed in the central joint opening198

for all Case 1 and Case 2 arches as shown in Figure 6e. For Case 3, peak199

force in Arch 1 was 11.1kN and 15% higher in Arch 2 at 13.0kN. Both arches200

exhibited failure through tear-out of the FRP layer at joint 7 and showed201

opening at joint 1, as shown in Figure 6d-e.202
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For all Cases and arches, failure occurred at the joints where maximum203

hogging moment would be expected, opening occurred at the joint where204

a maximum sagging moment would be expected, and arches were able to205

carry substantial load despite joint opening. This agrees with the hypothe-206

sised structural behaviour: joints acting under sagging moments develop into207

hinges and distribute forces to adjacent joints acting under hogging moments.208
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Figure 5: Force-displacement curve for (a) Case 1 and Case 2 and (b) Case 3.

Table 1: Summary of results from arch experimental testing.

Case Arch No. Total Force (kN) Maximum dis-
placement (mm)

Failure mode

1 1 24.4 42.7 FRP fracture
2 23.6 60.6 Plywood rupture

2 1 21.8 - FRP fracture
2 31.5 45 Plywood rupture

3 1 11.05 57.3 FRP fracture
2 12.95 76 FRP fracture
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Figure 6. (a) Failures and joint opening locations, (b) failure mode for case 2, (c) failure mode for case 

2, (d) failure mode for case 3, and (e) joint openeing for all cases. Figure 6: (a) Failures and joint opening locations, (b) failure mode for Case 2, (c) failure
mode for Case 2, (d) failure mode for Case 3, and (e) joint opening for all cases.
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3.2. Strain gauge results209

The load distribution and force transfer mechanism behaviour can be210

more closely investigated using data from strain gauge instrumentation in-211

stalled along the top and bottom skins of the folded arches. Figure 7 shows212

the strain values for Case 1 Arch 2, recorded at different loading values.213

A comparison between strain gauges 1, 2, 3 and 4 at joint 1 and top skin214

DIC data is shown in Figure 8a-b and demonstrates good correspondence,215

confirming the validity of the collected strain gauge data.216

Several observations can be made as to load distribution. First, with217

respect to load distribution through the section, it can be seen that strain218

in the bottom skin is almost zero in all locations. There is a very slight219

strain recorded near end joints however this is small as compared with top220

skin tensile strains. It can be concluded that the bottom skin has little221

compressive force transmission, which instead must occur through core plate222

load transmission. This will be investigated further in the next section.223

Second, with respect to load distribution across the arch width, strain224

distribution between left and right sides on the top skin are similar, indicating225

a symmetric load distribution. This is supported by the top surface DIC226

strain field measurements collected for Case 1 and shown in Figure 8b; stress227

is approximately symmetric across the arch but with stress concentrations at228

core locations.229

Third, with respect to load distribution along the arch, peak tensile230

strains in the top skin are recorded in end joints, corresponding to expected231

regions of the maximum hogging loads. However, a peak strain is also seen232

near the opening central joint. This may be related to some localised strain233

in the FRP from hinge formation; or it may be related to some sensitivity234

in strain gauge location near regions of joint stress concentration. Strain235

increases near opening joints were not observed in other Cases.236

Figure 9a-c shows strain value collected for Case 2 Arch 2 and Figure 9d-f237

shows strain value collected for Case 3 Arch 2. Bottom skins are again seen238

to carry almost no load, noting the change in y-axis scale for bottom skin239

plots. Top-skin strains are again symmetric across the width as evidenced240

by similarity between front and back-side strains. Of key importance though241

is the clear load distribution behaviour shift between vertical and transverse242

loading cases. For Case 2, maximum top-skin tensile strains and hogging243

moments occurred in end joint failure locations; minimum top-skin strains244

(near zero) occurred in the central joint hinge location. For Case 3, maximum245
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Figure 8: Strain distribution on the top skin of the first joint of case 1 arch 1; (a) using 

DIC data and (b) using strain gauge data. 
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strain occurred at joint 7 at the observed failure and minimum strain occurred246

at joint 1 at the observed hinge location.247

There were some inconsistencies in measured strain between specimens248

for Case 1 and 2, due to errors in specimen manufacture and testing. For249

Case 1 Arch 1, a loss of wire connectivity occurred during testing due to250

improper soldering; collected data for this specimen is therefore not consid-251

ered. For Case 2 Arch 1, this arch was repaired at the fabrication stage and252

imperfections were seen to give rise to inconsistencies in collected strain data;253

collected data for this specimen is therefore also not considered. Case 3 Arch254

1 data has very similar strain values recorded to Arch 2.255

3.3. Digital Image Correlation results256

For Case 2 and 3, DIC instrumentation was used to monitor core be-257

haviour in joint regions with predicted maximum hogging and sagging mo-258

ment. This section first describes the collected strain data and Section 4.3259

will later describe its use in developing a joint moment-curvature relationship260

for use in numerical analysis of folded sandwich structures.261

For Case 2, the first joint for Arch 2 and last joint for Arch 1 were mon-262

itored with DIC instrumentation. The strain values at 5kN loading showed263

a maximum compression strain occurred at the innermost end of the core,264

with 4550 microstrain for Arch 1 and 3786 microstrain for Arch 2 as shown265

in Figure 10a-b, which can be considered a reasonably symmetric load dis-266

tribution. The strain distribution indicates that the bottom part of the joint267
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Figure 9: Strain distribution along (a-c) Case 2 Arch 2 perimeter on (a) top skin left side,
(b) top skin right side, and (c) bottom skin; and (d-f) Case 3 Arch 2 perimeter on (d) top
skin left side, (e) top skin right side, and (f) bottom skin.
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is subject to compression stresses, transferred through bearing over a com-268

pression zone with depth c. The top part of the joint opens up (indicated as269

tensile strain) and so tension stresses are transferred through the FRP layer.270

A schematic of the strain distribution over the joint is shown in Figure 10c.271
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(a)  (b)  

    
(c) 

 
Figure 10. DIC analysis data for case 2 (a) for arch 1, (b) for arch 2, and (c) schematic 

sketch of strain and stress distribution over the joint. 

 

For case 3, joint 1 has been under different loading action for arch 1 in which the joint 

was under negative moment with tension on the bottom part of the joint. Thus, joint 

opening is noticed with minimal or no resistance to opening as shown in Figure 11a. 

However, joint 7 of arch 2 was under positive moment in which the bottom part of the 

core was under compression and the top skin was under tension as shown in Figure 11b. 

The joint strain and stress distribution is expected to be as shown in Figure 10c. 

(a)  (b)  

Figure 10: DIC analysis data for Case 2 (a) for Arch 1, (b) for Arch 2, and (c) schematic
sketch of strain and stress distribution over the joint.

For Case 3, the first joint for Arch 1 and last joint for Arch 2 were272

monitored with DIC instrumentation, shown in Figure 11a-b. Joint 1 in Arch273

1 is under negative moment, with tension on the bottom part of the joint.274
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Thus, joint opening is observed with minimal or no resistance to opening.275

Joint 7 in Arch 2 is under positive moment in which the bottom part of the276

core was under compression and the top skin was under tension as shown in277

Figure 11b, with joint strain and stress distribution similar to that for Case278

2 joints.279
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Figure 11. DIC analysis data for case (3) (a) for Arch 5 and (b) for Arch 6.

3.4 Results summary

Experimental testing of the arches using three different testing regimes has shown two 

failure modes; FRP layer tear out and buckling of longitudinal core. Both failure modes 

occurred at the first/last joint location. Joint opening has been observed in all tested arches 

but the structural system reserved stability and strength to resist joint kink failure with the 

assistance of confinement provided by the boundary conditions.

Finally, bottom plywood skin pop-off was observed following longitudinal cores 

buckling. However, strain gauge data has shown minimal compressive forces were

transferred through the bottom skin, but bottom skin has a significant contribution in 

enhancing the lateral buckling strength of the longitudinal cores.

4. Numerical model for prediction of F-D response

4.1. Method 

A simplified numerical model is proposed for the evaluation of the structural behaviour 

of folded sandwich arch structures with rotational press-fit joints. With reference to 

Figure 12, the arch was modelled as 2D frame elements with a composite cross section 

composed of the longitudinal plywood cores and a top FRP skin. Elements are connected 

with discrete hinges with a defined nonlinear moment-curvature relationship obtained 

from joint strain data. The model was implemented in SAP2000 structural analysis

software, which has a ‘plastic’ hinge method that allows for input of nonlinear hinge 

attributes. Hinge length was assumed to be 0.01 of element length for this method.

A displacement-controlled nonlinear static analysis was used to allow for evaluation of 

elastic and inelastic hinge behaviour. Analysis load patterns matched loading points for 

the three experimental test cases. For case 1 and case 2, target displacement was been 

assigned as 80mm for the middle joint in the downward direction (-y-axis). For case 3,

target displacement as 80mm for joint 7 in the lateral direction (+x-axis). The boundary

condition for all cases was pinned restraint at base nodes.

(a) (b)

Figure 11: DIC analysis data for case (3) (a) for Arch 1 and (b) for Arch 2.

3.4. Results summary280

Experimental testing of the arches under three different load cases has281

shown two failure modes: FRP layer tear out and buckling of longitudinal282

core. Both failure modes occurred at the first/last joint in the location of283

maximum hogging moment. Joint opening has been observed in all tested284

arches in locations of sagging moment, but the structural system maintained285

stability and strength through load redistribution to adjacent joints acting286

under hogging action.287

DIC data showed joint force transmission occurs primarily through com-288

pressive bearing the core plate and tensile stress through the FRP skin, cor-289

responding to the two observed failure modes. Strain gauge data has shown290

minimal compressive forces were transferred through the bottom skin and as291

such, there were no local stability failure in segments from use of integral292

joints. However, the bottom skin is thought to affect the lateral buckling of293

the longitudinal core plates, which will be investigated further in Section 5.1.294
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4. Numerical model for structural response prediction295

4.1. Method296

A simplified numerical model is proposed for the evaluation of the struc-297

tural behaviour of folded sandwich arch structures. With reference to Fig-298

ure 12, an arch model is implemented with 2D frame elements, with a com-299

posite cross section composed of the longitudinal plywood cores and a top300

FRP skin. Elements are connected with discrete hinges, with a defined non-301

linear moment-curvature relationship obtained from joint strain data. The302

model was implemented in SAP2000 structural analysis software, which has303

a ‘plastic’ hinge method that allows for input of nonlinear hinge attributes.304

Hinge length was calculated as per the equation provided in Supplementary305

Material S3 and found to be 0.1 of element length for this method. The306

method of plastic hinge calculation was proposed in [39, 40].307

A displacement-controlled nonlinear static analysis was used to allow for308

evaluation of elastic and inelastic hinge behaviour. Applied analysis loads309

matched the loading patterns of the three experimental test cases. For Case310

1 and Case 2, target displacement was assigned as 80mm for the middle joint311

in the downward direction (-y-axis). For Case 3, target displacement was312

assigned as 80mm for joint 7 in the lateral direction (+x-axis). The boundary313

condition for all cases was pinned restraint at base nodes. The selection of314

80mm target displacement was based on the ultimate displacement from the315

experimental testing.316

4.2. Material model317

Linear material properties were used for the model. Plywood material318

properties were calculated based on available hoop pine veneer testing data,319

a timber species typically used to manufacture plywood sheets in Australia320

[41]. The 9mm plywood plate is composed of three layers of pine veneers,321

each 3mm thick. The outer layers have veneers with grain directions par-322

allel to the plywood sheet with a modulus of elasticity of 13,000MPa and323

compressive strength of 31MPa. The middle layer has veneer perpendicular324

to the plywood sheet with a modulus of elasticity along the plywood sheet325

length of 636MPa and compressive strength of 10MPa. Hence, the uniaxial326

composite beam modulus of elasticity for the section was found as 8879MPa327

which is the sum of two-third of modulus of elasticity for the outer layers328

and one-third of modulus of elasticity for the middle layer. Similarly, the329

uniaxial compressive strength was found as 24MPa.330
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Figure 12. 2D frame model using SAP2000. 

4.2.Material model 

Linear material properties were used for the model. Plywood materials properties were 

calculated based on available hoop pine veneer testing data, a timber species typically 

used to manufacture plywood sheets in Australia [Miao, 2019]. The 9mm plywood plate 

is composed of three layers of pine veneers with 3mm each. The outer layers have veneers 

with grain directions parallel to the plywood sheet with a modulus with a modulus of 

elasticity of 13,000MPa and compressive strength of 31MPa. However, the middle layer 

has veneers perpendicular to the plywood sheet with a modulus of elasticity along the 

plywood sheet length of 636MPa and compressive strength of 10MPa. Hence, the uniaxial 

composite beam modulus of elasticity for the section was found as 8879MPa which is the 

sum of two-third of modulus of elasticity for the outer layers and one-third of modulus of 

elasticity for the middle layer. Same concept applied to uniaxial compressive strength and 

found to be 24MPa. 

 

FRP material properties of the Biotex Flax 400g/m2 2x2 Twill layer were experimentally 

found according to ASTM D3500. Ten samples were tested under uniaxial tensile testing 

machine to obtain the average tensile strength and uniaxial modulus of elasticity of the 

FRP layer. The average axial tension strength and the modulus of elasticity were found 

to be 39.8MPa and 3709MPa respectively. 

 

Figure 12: 2D frame model using SAP2000.
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FRP material properties of the Biotex Flax 400g/m2 layer were experi-331

mentally obtained according to ASTM D3500. Ten samples were tested un-332

der uniaxial tensile testing to obtain the average tensile strength and uniaxial333

modulus of elasticity of the FRP layer. The average axial tension strength334

and the modulus of elasticity were found to be 39.8MPa and 3709MPa, re-335

spectively. Further details are provided in Supplementary Material S2.336

4.3. Moment-curvature data extraction and relationship337

4.3.1. Strain data338

The moment-curvature (M −κ) relationship is dependent on the slope of339

the line that connects the maximum compression and tension strain across340

the cross-section of a beam subjected to bending and axial force [39]. The341

maximum tensile strain can be obtained for all tested arches from strain342

gauge instrumentation, however the maximum compressive strain can only343

be obtained for Case 2 and Case 3, where DIC instrumentation was used in344

the joint region. The M−κ relationship is therefore only developed for these345

two cases.346

For Case 2 Arch 2, strain data was sampled at 5, 10, 20, 25, 27, and 31.5347

kN (ultimate) load. Joint 1 strain gauge data, SG1-1 and SG-3, were averaged348

to obtain maximum tensile strain εt. The maximum compressive strain εc349

was obtained from DIC data at the same load increments, at the bottom350

of the core plates where maximum bearing stress occurred, as described in351

Section 3.3. For Case 3 Arch 2, strain data was sampled at 5, 9, 10, and352

12.95 kN (ultimate) load, with DIC and strain gauge data from joint 7 (SG-353

26 and SG-28). Obtained values are summarised in Table 2 and plotted in354

Figure 13a and c.355

4.3.2. Development of moment-curvature relationship of the RPF joint.356

Curvature κ is calculated based on the slope of the resulting strain line be-357

tween maximum compressive and tensile strains [39], as shown in Figure 10c358

and as per the following equation:359

κ =
εc + εt
d

(1)

where d is the total section depth and equal to 276mm. The beam bending
section capacity can be calculated as per the following equation [39]:

M = (ft or fc) × (At or Ac) × moment arm (2)
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Table 2: Summary of extracted strain gauge data for specified load values for (a) Case 2
Arch 2 and (b) Case 3 Arch 2.

(a)
Strain (Microstrain)

Loading value (kN) 5 10 20 25 27 max. Loading
Average tensile strain in FRP εt 1085 2334 4911 6197 6702 7897
Compressive strain in plywood εc 3786 7236 17339 19816 23365 39982

(b)
Strain (Microstrain)

Loading value (kN) 5 9 10 max. Loading
Average tensile strain in FRP εt 2776 5850 7297 8358
Compressive strain in plywood εc 20664 40380 46079 57700

where ft is the tension stress of the FRP can be found by multiplying the360

tension strain (εt) by the modulus of elasticity of the FRP layer (Et). At361

is the tension area of the FRP (layer thickness tf times arch width b) and362

Ac is the compression area of the plywood (compression zone depth c times363

b). c was found from DIC compression strain zone joint data and also used364

to calculated the moment arm as the the distance between the compression365

and tension resulting forces, as shown in Figure 10c. Hence, by substituting366

ft, At, and the moment arm into Equation 2, the moment M at a specific367

loading point can found as:368

M = (εt × Et) × (tf × b) × (d− c

3
− tf

2
) (3)

The calculated moment-curvature values are summarised in Table 3 and369

plotted in Figure 13b and d. The M − κ curve obtained from experiments370

can be seen to be approximately bilinear, so a bilinear hinge description371

was implemented in the numerical model. Bilinear parameters are thus the372

three points of Case 2 and Case 3 curves, connected by the shown dashed line.373

There can be seen to be a difference between Case 2 and Case 3 M−κ curves,374

with a larger curvature seen in Case 3 when at a similar moment loading375

to Case 2. This may be due to the base support condition, which is not376

perfectly pinned and may behave differently under vertical and lateral loading377

conditions, for example allowing some additional horizontal movement or378
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uplift at inside edges.379
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(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

 
Figure 9. For case 2: (a) Strain distribution along the section, (b) Moment-curvature 

relationship curve. For case 3: (c) Strain distribution along the section, (d) Moment-

curvature relationship curve. 

 

Table 2. Summary M-k curve points for (a) case 2 and (b) case 3. 

Loading Stage (kN) 0 5 10 20 25 27 31.5 

Stress in the FRP ft 

(MPa) 

0 4 8.7 18.2 23 24.9 33.4 

c (mm) 0 125.2 117 110.8 92 84.2 60.3 

M (KN.m) 0 1.1 2.4 5.1 6.6 7.3 8.8 

κ (rad/m) 0 0.018 0.035 0.081 0.094 0.109 0.173 
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Figure 13: For Case 2: (a) strain distribution along the section, (b) Moment-curvature
relationship curve. For Case 3: (c) Strain distribution along the section, (d) Moment-
curvature relationship curve.
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Table 3: Summary data for moment-curvature relationship evaluation, for (a) Case 2 and
(b) Case 3.

(a)

Loading Stage (kN) 0 5 10 20 25 27 31.5
Stress in the FRP ft (MPa) 0 4 8.7 18.2 23 24.9 33.4
c (mm) 0 125.2 117 110.8 92 84.2 60.3
M (KN.m) 0 1.1 2.4 5.1 6.6 7.3 8.8
κ (rad/m) 0 0.018 0.035 0.081 0.094 0.109 0.173

(b)

Loading Stage (kN) 0 5 9 10 12.95
Stress in the FRP ft (MPa) 0 10.8 21.5 27.8 31
c (mm) 0 138.3 118.3 114.4 109.1
M (kN.m) 0 2.9 6 7.8 8.7
κ (rad/m) 0 0.085 0.167 0.194 0.239

4.4. Implementation and Results380

4.4.1. Prediction of peak force and stiffness381

The numerical analysis for all cases was first implemented with the bilin-382

ear hinge description obtained from Case 2, with results plotted in Figure 14.383

As a displacement-controlled analysis method was used, the force response384

is taken as the sum of the support vertical reaction forces for Case 1 and 2,385

and sum of horizontal reaction forces for Case 3. Displacement is taken as386

vertical displacement in the central joint for Case 1 and 2, and horizontal387

displacement of joint 7 for Case 3.388

A good estimation for peak force is obtained for both Case 1 and 2.389

For Case 1, the numerical prediction of 22.7kN is 7% and 4% less than the390

maximum experimental force for Arch 1 and Arch 2, respectively. For Case391

2, the numerical prediction of 31.3kN is 0.6% less than Arch 2 but 44%392

greater than Arch 1, noting that Arch 1 was the damaged specimen which393

was repaired prior to testing.394

For Case 3, the numerical prediction obtained using the Case 2 hinge395

description did not give a good prediction of peak force; the 8.5kN predicted396
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maximum force is 23% and 35% lower than Arch 1 and Arch 2, respectively.397

However, numerical simulation using the Case 3 hinge description gave a398

significantly better prediction; the 10.2kN predicted maximum force is 8%399

and 21% lower than Arch 1 and 2, respectively.400

With respect to prediction of the stiffness of folded arch structures, the401

numerical models gave varied results depending on the case. Case 2 and Case402

3 models both gave good prediction of experimental stiffness values when us-403

ing their respective hinge models. The Case 2 hinge model was applied to404

Case 1 and the resulting curve showed higher stiffness than seen experimen-405

tally. Further study is needed to determine whether the decreased stiffness406

in Case 1 is due to a change in joint behaviour or due to a weakened load407

distribution behaviour arising from the concentrated loading arrangement.408

It can be concluded that the simplified model gives reasonable estimation409

of strength, but is highly dependent on the hinge M − κ characterisation.410

The capacity for simplified models to predict stiffness is inconclusive from411

the available experimental data, but from preliminary assessment it is feasi-412

ble in some cases. Certain model simplifications, in particular linear mate-413

rial properties, could likely be revised to improve response prediction in the414

elastic-plastic transition phase.415

4.4.2. Prediction of load distribution416

The tensile skin strain data, used to establish load distribution behaviour417

in experimental specimens, provides a second way to verify the efficacy of418

the simplified numerical modelling approach. Bending moments M and axial419

forces P from elements in the simplified numerical model can be converted420

to stress at the tensile surface using [42]:421

σt =
Mycg
Icg

± P

A
(4)

where ycg is the distance between the section centre of gravity to the tensioned422

FRP layer, Icg is the second moment of area around the centre of gravity axis,423

and A is the cross-sectional area. P is positive for tension and negative for424

compression.425

Section properties are calculated using the transformed section method,426

converting plywood material regions to equivalent FRP section using modular427

factor, n, calculated as [42]:428
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Figure 14: Force-displacement curve for (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2 and (c) Case 3.
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n =
Et

Ef

(5)

where Et and Ec are the modulus of elasticity of FRP and plywood,429

respectively. Once the stress applied on the FRP layer is found, the strain,430

εt, can be calculated as:431

εt =
σt
Ep

(6)

Based on the above, numerical strain values were calculated to the left432

and right of each joint, corresponding to the strain gauge instrumentation433

locations. For Case 1, experimental and extracted numerical strain data is434

plotted at 10kN and 20kN applied load in Figure 15a-b. Case 2 is plotted at435

the same loading stages in Figure 15c-d and Case 3 is plotted at 5kN and 8kN436

applied load in Figure 15e-f. In general, it can be seen that the numerical437

model has a good prediction of the load distribution behaviour obtained from438

strain gauge data. For example, for Case 2 and 3, the predicted maximum439

strain value and joint location corresponds to measured values. However,440

for Case 1, strain values recorded by strain gauges are very high at central441

joint. This high strain value may be related to the joint opening or stress442

concentration near the load application point. A similar distortion in strain443

distribution in strain gauges can also be seen adjacent to loading points in444

Case 2 for SG-5-6 and 21-22, and Case 3 for SG 17-22. The loading method445

introduced in the experimental testing may therefore introduce additional446

loading which is not presented in the numerical model.447

5. Numerical models for prediction of failure modes448

5.1. Local buckling of plywood at the joint location449

The core buckling behaviour was hypothesised to be due to misalignment450

of segments during the structure assembly process, causing a transverse offset451

between core plates acting in bearing. To estimate the impact of this on452

system strength, a finite element linear buckling analysis was conducted on453

a single arch core geometry. Analyses were conducted on a perfect core454

geometry and also on geometries with an artificial defect introduced in the455

form of an eccentricity between core plates at joint 7. The eccentricity was456

introduced in 1mm increments from 0 to 6mm (0mm corresponding to a457

perfect geometry).458
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

Figure 12. Comparison between average strain results obtained using experimental and 

numerical analysis for (a) case 1 at 10 kN, (b) case 1 at 20kN, (c) case 2 at 10 kN, (d) 

case 3 at 20kN, (e) case 3 at 5 kN, and (f) case 3 at 8kN.

5. Numerical models for prediction of failure modes 

5.1. FRP layer fracture

Numerical models have been used to obtain the ultimate moments for each case at the 

failure location. This has been done by applying the maximum loading obtained from 

experimental testing to the frame model with hinges at the joint location. The moment for 

each case is then compared to the theoretical estimated moment by substituting At and 
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Figure 15: Comparison between average strain results obtained using experimental and
numerical analysis for (a) Case 1 at 10 kN, (b) Case 1 at 20kN, (c) Case 2 at 10 kN, (d)
Case 3 at 20kN, (e) Case 3 at 5 kN, and (f) Case 3 at 8kN.
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The finite element model was constructed in Abaqus analysis package.459

Core geometry was modelled as a 3D deformable solid mesh, composed of 20-460

node quadratic brick with reduced integration 3D stress elements (C3D20R).461

Element size was approximately 9 mm, found following a mesh convergence462

study. The boundary conditions at the base of both ends of the numerical463

model were fixed for all translational displacements. Restraint in the trans-464

verse direction (z-direction) was applied to core plates at the tab locations as465

shown in Figure 16a-b. A force-controlled reference point located at the top466

of the modelled specimen was used for load application in Case 1. Four force-467

controlled reference points located on the bottom of four steel shell elements468

were used for load application in Case 2. Case 3 was not modelled as no469

buckling occurred for this case. All longitudinal cores joints were attached470

together at the joint location using tie constraint elements, except for the471

middle joint in which a coupling constraint element was used to tie the top472

surface of the segments to an FRP shell element, composed of 4-node doubly473

curved thin shell with reduced integration and finite membrane strains (S4R)474

with 9mm mesh size.475

Resulting buckling loads are plotted in Figure 17 and buckling modes for476

models with a 5 mm shift are shown in Figure 16c-d. It can be seen that from477

0 to 4mm, arch buckling is not strongly affected by core misalignment. How-478

ever, when the offset reaches 5mm, the buckling load reduces significantly.479

This offset corresponds to half of material thickness (4.5mm) which results480

in the centroid forces not falling within the cross-sectional geometric bound-481

aries. For Case 1, a difference of 2.4% and 5.6% is seen between the buckling482

prediction and the experimental results of Arch 1 and 2, respectively. For483

Case 2, a difference of 5.1% is seen between the buckling prediction and ex-484

perimental results for Arch 2. For both cases, the buckling mode can be seen485

to occur between lateral restraint provided by the inside face connections,486

so it can be concluded that geometric misalignment and inside face restraint487

locations are the major determining factors in the compressive buckling re-488

sistance of folded sandwich arches.489

General static analysis was also carried out by applying the buckling load490

resulted from the linear buckling analysis for perfectly aligned cores. The491

resulted force-displacement curve plotted in Figure 14.492

5.2. FRP layer fracture493

Joint capacity as governed by FRP layer fracture can be estimated based
on the theoretical maximum moment, obtained by substituting FRP strength
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Figure 16: Numerical FE model definition for (a) Case 1 and (b) Case 2, artificial defect
for (c) Case 1 and (d) Case 2, deformed shape at the first mode of failure for a single core
arch with 5mm offset in the core segment for (e) Case 1 and (f) Case 2, and Mises stress
distribution at the first mode of failure for a single core arch with 5mm offset in the core
segment for (g) Case 1 and (h) Case 2.
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values and joint load behaviour as per Figure 10c into Equation 2. This
becomes:

M = ft × (tf × b) × (d− c

3
− tf

2
) (7)

where ft is the tensile strength of the FRP layer as per the experimental494

results of the direct material tensile testing, tf is the FRP layer thickness495

(measured as 1.0mm), b is the width of the arch, d is the total section depth496

and c is the depth of the compression zone, obtained from DIC data as497

60.3mm for Case 2 (also used for Case 1) and 109.1mm for Case 3. Of the498

complete set of FRP sample strength data as described in Supplementary499

Material S2, two FRP strength values were considered: the average strength500

from all material test speciments, 39.8MPa, and the minimum strength of any501

specimen, 33.8MPa. The minimum and average estimated moments for Case502

1/2 were then 9.3 and 11.0kNm, respectively. The minimum and average503

estimated moments for Case 32 were 10.0 and 11.8kNm, respectively.504

The estimated minimum and average moment capacity for each case is505

used to obtain the corresponding maximum applied load, P , from the nu-506

merical model with nonlinear hinges. The maximum load is obtained by507

increasing the load for each case until the predicted joint moment matches508

the theoretical capacity. The estimated applied load for each case calculated509

from the average and minimum moments are summarised in Table 4.510

For Case 1, it can be noted that the experimental loading of the arch is511
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difference of 37.2% and 5.1% between the buckling strength of the arch with 5 mm offset 

and the experimental results of arch 3 and 4 are obtained respectively. Thus, it can be 

concluded that nonlinear geometry and misalignment of longitudinal cores are the main 

potential factors of buckling of the longitudinal cores observed in the experimental 

testing.

(a) (b) 

Figure 15: Critical buckling load versus first/last plate offset for (a) case 1 and (b) case

2. 

6. Discussion 

6.1. Structural behaviour characterisation and prediction 

The force-displacement curves obtained using experimental testing were successfully 

predicted using the simplified static non-linear analysis with the extracted M-k hinge 

curves for all cases except a significant difference in case 1 structural stiffness prediction.

This difference for case 1 is due to the use of M-k curve obtained for case 2 joint into

case 1. Case 2 joint is expected to have higher curvature deformability that results in

higher joint ductility and stiffness. This can be related to the load application 

configuration which will results in higher compression internal forces transferred through

the joint for case 2 than case 1. Thus, it can be concluded that the joint rotational stiffness

has a significant contribution to the global structure strength and stiffness. 

The analytically calculated strain distribution has matched the strain distribution resulted 

from the experimental testing of the arch using strain gauge data for all cases except for 

the middle joint of case 1. This can be related to the direct application of loading at the 

middle joint for case 1 which is expected to have a major effect in increasing the strain

gauge reading due to the FRP layer high tensile forces at that location while the joint 

gradually opens.

Experimental testing showed arches to fail through either FRP layer tear out or 

longitudinal core buckling failures. For instances where FRP layer tear out governed, the 

FRP layer for those arches had a tension capacity within the lower and upper tension 
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Figure 17: Critical buckling load versus first/last plate offset for (a) Case 1 and (b) Case
2.
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bounded by the minimum and average predicted applied loading from FRP512

failure. Eccentric core local buckling is also within the FRP failure limit. For513

Case 2 Arch 2, the predicted applied loading is higher than the experimental514

value and the eccentric buckling load prediction, agreeing with the observed515

buckling failure behaviour. For Case 3, the minimum and average predicted516

applied loading from FRP failure bound the recorded experimental failure517

loads and match the FRP failure observed for both arches.518

Table 4: Maximum applied load based on minimum and average FRP strength, and perfect
or eccentric core plate alignment. All forces shown in kN.

Case Arch No. Failure mode Exp. Force FRP Strength Buckling Strength
min. avg. perf. ecc.

1 1 FRP fracture 24.4 25.7 21.7 - -
2 Plywood rupture 23.6 25.7 21.7 33.0 23.1

2 1 - - - - - -
2 Plywood rupture 31.5 43.7 37.0 40.8 29.9

3 1 FRP fracture 11.1 13.4 11.0 - -
2 FRP fracture 13.0 13.4 11.0 - -

6. Discussion519

The force-displacement behaviour of tested folded sandwich arches were520

successfully predicted using the simplified static non-linear analysis with ex-521

tracted M−κ hinge curves for most cases. A difference in structural stiffness522

prediction for Case 1 was attributed to the use of the M−κ curve obtained for523

Case 2. It can be concluded that the joint rotational stiffness is a significant524

determining factor in the global strength and stiffness for folded sandwich525

structures.526

Regarding load distribution, the rotational press fit joints behaved as527

predicted, with a hinge forming at location of peak sagging moment and528

load distributed to adjacent joints acting semi-rigidly under hogging moment.529

The strain distribution calculated from numerically-predicted joint moments530

matched the measured experimental strain distribution, again for all cases531

except for the middle joint of Case 1. This location corresponded to the532

loading point for that case, which may have influenced the strain gauge533

reading.534
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Joint locations with peak moment loads were seen to fail through either535

FRP layer tear out or longitudinal core buckling failures. For instances where536

FRP layer tear out governed, the tensile capacity of FRP layer could be used537

to predict a joint moment capacity and correspondingly predict a maximum538

applied numerical load, with good correspondence seen between predicted539

and experimental failure loads. For instances where core buckling governed,540

a numerical buckling analysis with a core misalignment defect was able to541

predict failure loads, with buckling length constrained by discrete lateral542

restraint at core-inside face tab locations.543

The strength of folded sandwich systems can therefore be concluded as544

governed by RPF joint capacity, as limited by the tensile strength of the545

FRP layer or the precision of longitudinal alignment of core plates. With546

these insights, it is likely that further improvements can be made to the547

folded sandwich system to increase structural performance. Improvements to548

loading and restraint methods for experimental prototypes, and measurement549

of joint rotational stiffness for numerical model input, are likely to further550

improve the numerical modelling approach for system design.551

7. Conclusion552

This paper investigated the structural behaviour of folded sandwich struc-553

tures assembled with rotational press-fit (RPF) integral joints and a hybrid554

FRP-timber material system. Key findings of the paper are summarised as:555

� Structural load transfer occurs through semi-rigid joint behaviour in556

RPF joints acting under hogging moments, and hinge formation at557

RPF joints acting under sagging moments.558

� The overall strength of the investigated folded sandwich arches is gov-559

erned by the flexural strength (FRP tensile fracture and timber core560

plate compressive rupture) of the RPF joints.561

� A simplified numerical 2D frame analysis was implemented with a bilin-562

ear semi-rigid joint stiffness obtained from experimental measurements.563

This gives a reasonable estimation of strength and a good prediction564

of the load distribution behaviour as measured by strain gauge instru-565

mentation, but is highly sensitive to the joint M − κ characterisation.566
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� Compressive force transfer occurred primarily through core plates, with567

no compressive strain measured through the bottom skin of the folded568

sandwich arches. However, the bottom skin is important for the lateral569

stability and alignment of the longitudinal cores, with compressive rup-570

ture failures found to occur from eccentric loading between misaligned571

sandwich segments.572

Further work is needed to improve the precision and robustness of the573

joint rotational stiffness characterisation, as the current measurement gave574

different stiffness measurements from different tested load cases. Develop-575

ment of analytical or additional numerical tools for prediction of joint stiff-576

ness attributes would greatly assist this, by reducing the reliance on full-scale577

experimental testing. It would also allow for close study of the effect of par-578

ticular joint parameters, for example plate thickness and tab length.579
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Structural Behaviour of Folded Timber Sandwich Structures: 1 
Supplementary Data 2 
 3 

S1. Arch testing specimen description 4 
The tested arch specimens were designed and fabricated using geometric design to 5 
fabrication workflow available in [35]. The arch tested specimen geometry and segment 6 
dimension and parameters are shown in Figure S1 and Table S1. 7 

 
Figure S1. Arch specimen parameters description. 

 8 

Table S1. Arch testing specimen parameters. 9 

Wi 
di 

(mm) 
le 

(mm) 
li 

(mm) 
αi = βi 

(radians) 
1 275 2026.7 1863.8 0.473 
2 275 853.2 762.6 0.327 
3 275 680.4 593.3 0.322 
4 275 619.9 532.0 0.324 
5 275 619.9 532.0 0.322 
6 275 680.4 593.3 0.327 
7 275 853.2 762.6 0.473 
8 275 2026.7 1863.8 - 

 10 



2 

 

S2. Tensile test for FRP material 11 
Tensile properties of the Biotex Flax 400g/m2 2x2 Twill layer were obtained from testing 12 
conducted to ASTM D3500. Detailed dimensions of the specimens are as illustrated in 13 
Fig. S2a and the test setup is shown in Fig. S2b.  14 

(a) (b) 

  
Figure S2. Material testing of FRP. (a) Sample dimensions and (b) test setup. 

 15 

A displacement rate of 1.0mm/min was used for the test after initiation of loading as 16 
required by ASTM D3500. Specimens failed within 3-10 minutes and strain distribution 17 
during the test was captured by digital image camera (DIC). 18 

Tensile strength was calculated as per the following equation proposed by ASTM D3039:  19 

𝑓
𝑃
A

 20 

 Where Ptu is the maximum tension force obtained from the test and A is the cross-21 
sectional area at the failure location. Specimen test results are summarised in Table S2.  22 

 23 

Table S2. Tensile test results 24 

Sample 
# 

A 
(mm2) 

Ptu (N) Ftu 
(Mpa) 

Average 
Ftu 

(Mpa) 

E (MPa) Average E 
(MPa) 

1 20.7 852.7 41.2 
39.8 3740.1 3709.1 2 21.1 908.9 43.0 3865.4 

Speckle pattern 



3 

 

3 21.1 792.8 37.6 4241.5 
4 23.4 789.9 33.8 2610.0 
5 24.4 951.1 38.9 3761.0 
6 22.0 943.7 42.9 3775.8 
7 19.5 859.4 44.2 4376.4 
8 25.7 981.2 38.1 3455.5 
9 24.3 857.5 35.3 3154.3 
10 21.0 899.5 42.8 4110.9 

 25 

The axial strain distribution within the gauge length of a specimen as measured by DIC 26 
is shown in Fig. 9. When the strain data is extracted, a line (white line in Figure S3) was 27 
selected within the failure region for each specimen, the mean axial strain value in the 28 
line was extracted and used as the strain value.  29 

Figure S3: Strain distribution within the failure region of the tested specimen. 
 30 

The stress-strain curves of the tested specimens are as shown in Fig. S4. The tensile 31 
modulus of FRP was calculated using the below equation, in which the stress is taken at 32 
two strain points at 1000 and 3000 µstrain according to ASTM D3039. The tensile 33 
modulus of the tested specimens are summarised in Table S1, where E is calculated as: 34 

𝐸
𝛥𝑓
Δε

 35 

 36 

 37 



4 

 

Figure S4: Stress-strain curve of the tested specimens. 
 38 

S3. Plastic Hinge Length 39 
The plastic hinge length which is used in the pushover analysis of the 2D frame model in 40 
SAP2000 was calculated in accordance with the below equation proposed in [39, 40]: 41 

𝑀
𝑀

𝐿
𝐿 𝐿

 42 

where My is the moment at the yielding point of the beam element, Mu is the ultimate 43 
moment, Ly is the length at the location of the yield moment and Lp is the plastic hinge 44 
length. Figure S5 shows the description of these parameters within a beam element. 45 

 
Figure S5: Description of plastic hinge parameters within a beam element. 

  46 
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